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Abstract
Science is not taught in schools for autism as they believed that literacy and
numeracy is more essential to secure jobs for autistic children. HCWA feels that
Science is important to learn, with an aim to enrich primary 5 and 6 autistic students in
Science through a Search Engine(SE). The SE compiled google sites created by the
group, focusing on a 4 Science topics. The SE was a custom google search engine at
first, but it was changed to an app, which stuck to the final product. Learning Science
would improve their observing, inferring, comparing, evaluating, reasoning, and motor
skills. By honing these skills, it would help in securing a job in the future. 85.7% of the
children enjoyed this package, giving them an opportunity to learn Science, sparking an
interest in Science in them. HCWA would expand the SE to hold more subjects for the
students in the future.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Rationale:
Project H.C.W.A(HCWA) was a group of Secondary 2 Hwa Chong Students that
visioned to help children with autism better understand Science. HCWA believed this
would help the children better understand the physical world around them, thus
developing a deeper sense of empathy, while honing their critical thinking skills. This
would help them to better integrate into society, increasing their chances of securing a
job, by enhancing their cognitive abilities and application abilities through Science.
Through this project, HCWA had worked with the Head of Curriculum of APSN Katong
center, Mrs Lee Siew Hoon.
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1.2 Objectives:
HCWA’s aims are to develop a deep interest in Science in the children with
mild autism by helping them understand why some scientific phenomenons happen
and answering their questions about Science. HCWA hoped these children would be
able to hone their observing, inferring, comparing, evaluating, reasoning, and motor
skills and be equipped with another skill set, preparing them for the workforce. HCWA
felt that Science, when taught interactively, would be enjoyable for the students.

1.3 Target Audience
The target audience is the children with mild autism as severe autism requires
more personal teaching.

1.4 Resources
The resources created for this project was an app comprising of 4 main Science
topics: Diversity, Systems, Matter, Magnets. The content is specially catered to the
Children with Autism and fulfills the MOE syllabus criteria. A small quiz and feedback
form are also put at the back of each topic, to ensure that they fully understand the topic
and that we can improve from their feedbacks.
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2 Review
2.1 The Problem (Current Situation):
Mrs Lee revealed that Science is taught only from Primary 5 onwards in all APSN
Schools. The Schools focused mainly on Mathematics and English as they viewed
literacy and numeracy to be the core foundation for students to secure jobs. However,
HCWA felt that children with autism should learn Science, as it would help them better
understand the world around them, and be more conscious of other beings. According
to AutismSpeaks and Universe Today, the majority of children with autism have
“excellent memories and a systemized approach to learning and categorising new
information”, “The internal logic of science can be appealing to students who thrive on
organization” and “Science is a way of building knowledge about the universe and
constructing new ideas that illuminate the world around us.” Scientific knowledge
allowed these children to solve practical problems and make informed decisions.
Moreover, some famous Scientists in the past like Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein had
shown some signs of autism. Maybe these children might also have the same capability
if HCWA develop their passion for Science.

Although these children have good memory, the standard textbook is not appealing to
them--they would lose focus easily. They memorise and do not know how to apply
Science. Thus, we saw the need to incorporate Science into these children’s daily lives
by making Science enjoyable for them.
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3 Methodology
3.1  Needs Analysis:
In the APSN Katong school, there are 127 primary 1 to primary 6 students. 44 are
primary 5 and primary 6 students. Out of these 44 students, 39 students responded they
would be eager to learn science, yet they did not receive ample opportunities to learn
Science. Due to the strong interest in Science in the students, HCWA felt the need to
create a package to satisfy their curiosity about the world.

3.2 Our Prototypes:
HCWA sent each completed prototype to the science teachers of APSN Katong School
for testing and gathered feedback from them. HCWA improved on areas of weaknesses
in the prototypes before coming up with the finishing product.

The first prototype was a custom search engine on Google, categorising the topics
of science into Google sites. However, the search engine required the whole link to be
entered to access the websites. Thus, the prototype was too complicated, inconvenient
and unengaging to those with a short attention span.

For the second prototype, HCWA improved on the aesthetic aspects and changed
the online google-custom search engine to an app instead. The app could only be
downloaded on android. The app still required students to type out the whole link to
access the website, making it inconvenient. The app did not work all the time.

For the final prototype, the programming was further refined to make the app fully
functional, making the app work well. Minor errors were fixed. The package design
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improved and students only need to type out given keywords to search for the desired
topic, making it more convenient.

3.3  Final Package:
For the final product, the package was changed from search engines, into the “MIT
AI2 Companion”, allowing finding of topics to be simpler as only keywords are needed
to be typed in. The content are in specialised sets of google sites, with pictures and
videos to make it more interactive to attract the children with autism, with an added quiz
at the end. Feedback forms was made to gather suggestions. A brochure was created
to teach the students the app functions.
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3.4 Pilot Testing:
Pilot testing 3 times with the students was impossible--more than a 3 months notice
was required to conduct pilot tests in APSN, hence only one pilot test was done.

For the first pilot test, the google-custom search engine was sent to APSN Katong
School to seek the staffs’ opinion. They feedbacked that the search engine was
complicated and disorganised, the design was unappealing, students would be
distracted by advertisements on the google-custom search engine.

The second pilot test was also sent to APSN staff. Teachers introduced the app
to the students and they responded that the design was improved and more organised
but the problem on typing the full link to search still surfaced. A brochure was needed to
teach the students how to use the app.

The last pilot test was tested on the students from the APSN Katong center. They
feedbacked that the app was well-designed, the brochure was aesthetic. Moreover, the
app this time only required to type in the keywords to work so it was better than the
previous prototypes. After a survey on 14 students, 10 of them fully understood the
content in the package. The feedback was that it was good and easy to use.
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4 Outcome and Discussion

This package taught children about simple science phenomenons happening
everyday. It incorporated photos and videos, combating the children’s short attention
span. This sparked their interest in Science and lead them to pursue science further,
whether in studies or career.
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5 Conclusion
HCWA struggled to find functional search engines, but persevered to get the
best. Many unprecedented things were changed, and the group adapted. From
Proposal Round, where an entire idea was scrapped, to Final Evaluation, where a lot of
time and effort was spent to perfect the project, HCWA’s perseverance and patience
resulted it to succeed.
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